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Some Reflections on Our Experience of Coronavirus
I write my contribution to the Parish Magazines in Hartlebury, Ombersley and
Doverdale, and Elmley Lovett, Hampton Lovett, Elmbridge and Rushock by
about the 6th or 7th day of the month and so by the time you read this things
will have moved on rapidly. Many more people will have contracted the virus
and, sadly, some people will have died. I am not going to attempt to talk
about the virus itself. I agree with Jürgen Klopp that football managers have
little intelligence to add to our knowledge of how viruses work (what an
intelligent answer to a silly question!) and I don't think that most clergy can
offer any more than football managers. And having been married to a doctor
for over 25 years I hope that I have learned the difference between
knowledge based upon personal experience and a little bit of reading and
knowledge based upon years of daily practice and study. My wife really knows
her medicine and I do not.
What I do want to reflect upon is how we react in a crisis. The very word,
crisis, comes from the Greek meaning judgement. In other words, every crisis
is a mini day of judgment. It shows us who we really are and if we are
prepared to face this reality then a crisis can be a wonderful opportunity for
personal growth. What the crisis of Coronavirus will reveal is what the
important things are in our own lives. People who thought that they could
rely on us sadly might discover that we are not much use. I do hope not. Or it
might be that they get a pleasant surprise. I do hope that they will. We might
be revealed as someone who is good in a crisis. Even as you read this you
might be reflecting on what you have learned recently about others and
about yourself.
There is a marvellous passage on this at the beginning of the First Letter of
Peter in the New Testament. It talks about how experience of trials and
tribulations is like the process in which gold is refined. It may be that all kinds
of stuff that seemed to be important will have to go to arrive at the real thing,
the gold that the refiner has been looking for. That gold, our best and truest
self, is there in every one of us if we are prepared to allow the divine refiner
to do his work. Who knows just how much gold will be revealed in us and in
our communities in the next few weeks and months?
And, dear readers, as I conclude this, may I send you all my warmest and most
heartfelt greetings at this time. We had to say our Easter Thanksgivings in our
own homes as this terrible pandemic raged around us, but, in many ways,
that, is the whole point. We weren’t able to carry the Easter Candle into
church this year but we did so in our hearts and perhaps declaring that Love is
stronger than death. Hallelujah!
The Rev’d Stephen Winter
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THE CHURCH IS SHUT – NOT CLOSED!
Sadly, there is still no news of when we can open the church (building) again
for public worship – though, of course, the church is not a building, but
people.
Our regular Sunday services, by Zoom, have continued with about 100 people
from across the seven parishes of the benefice joining in. Last Sunday, the
bells of St Andrews Ombersley welcomed us, and hymns have become a
regular part of our worship again.
Morning Prayer, at 10am on weekdays, continues via Zoom - we remember
daily those who have asked for prayer, those we have died and their families
and especially, those who are lonely and isolated.
It does not matter that we do not have, or necessarily know, the words of the
service – but it is good that we can greet each other. We can even decide
whether we want to join by video …
So, do please join us if you can – Zoom is easy to download – and it is free!
There are also other opportunities to worship – and lots of other information
– on the Diocese of Worcester website which you might want to explore.
If you don’t already receive the weekly ‘The Message’ email from Stephen,
and would like to, please email parishes7@btinternet.com. This includes the
readings for Sunday, with a reflection from Stephen, and details of other
events in the parishes and beyond.
As there are no rotas for services in this magazine, listed below
are the Readings for the Sundays in June:
June 7

Trinity Sunday

Isaiah 40.12-17; 27-31; 2 Corinthians 13.11-33

June 14 First Sunday after Trinity
Genesis 18.1-15; Romans 5.1-8; Matthew 9.35-10.8
June 21 Second Sunday after Trinity
Genesis 21.8-21; Romans 6.1b-11; Matthew 10.24-39
June 28 Third Sunday after Trinity
Genesis 22.1-14; Romans 6.12-23; Matthew 10.40-42

Carolyn Gumbley
Churchwarden
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No entries in May

THE SEVEN PARISHES OFFICE

Administrator : Mr Nick Wright

Tel 01905 622464 (please leave a message)
or 07968 531216 (in emergencies only) .
Email: parishes7@btinternet.com
Web:

post: The Seven Parishes Office
c/o The Old Post Office
Cutnall Green
DROITWICH
WR9 0PW

www.7parishes.co.uk

ST JAMES CHURCH
If you wish to book a wedding or a baptism please contact the Seven
Parishes Office.
If you have any queries about your wedding or baptism or wish to speak
to a member of our church, you may contact:
Chris Webb, wedding and baptism co-ordinator on 01299 250452 or
Carolyn Gumbley, churchwarden on 01299 251148
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RINGING THE BELLS
When I was five or six years old and visiting my
grandparents in Cheadle, Staffs, on a Sunday I would go
to the top of the garden and sit on the steps and listen to
the bells being rung at the Roman Catholic Church. I still
stop and listen if I am out walking in the countryside and
hear church bells. To me there is something magical
about that sound drifting across the land.

I started to learn to ring at age twelve at St John the Baptist Church in
Hagley. My husband John, who is captain of the ringers at Hartlebury,
started to ring at age fourteen, but he then lived in Ramsgate, Kent. No, we
did not meet through ringing!
We always say that ringing is a never ending learning process. To start with,
you have to learn all the jargon that comes with ringing – sally, tail end,
handstroke, backstroke, rounds, call changes, plain hunting, to say nothing
about all the different methods which you can learn and ring eventually:
Bob Doubles, Grandsire, Stedman, Cambridge, Kent Treble Bob, etc, etc.
First of all, you have to learn how to safely handle a bell which rotates back
and forth through 3600 and may weigh anything from a few hundredweight
to more than a ton. An experienced ringer will take you through this step
by step over a period of a several weeks.
It isn’t easy to learn to ring, very challenging and rewarding once you can
ring on your own and you feel you have conquered it! But, like everything
in life, that is just the start. You will now be ready to start ringing with the
team – ringing 6 or 8 bells with one ringer handling each bell. Listening and
controlling the bell so that it strikes at the right time relative to the other
bells. Once you can handle a bell well and have been ringing for a while,
you should be able to ring any weight of bell! We have a peal of eight bells
at St James, Hartlebury, the heaviest weighing 17 cwt (900 Kg).
When you can ring unaided, you will always be made welcome to ring at
any tower in the country. It is a wonderful hobby, you are continually
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learning and you can start from any age upwards of about twelve. We ring
with people of all ages and from all walks in life. All you need is co-ordination,
moderate physical ability and ability to work in a team (known as a “band”
in ringing - more jargon!. Some mental agility is also useful when you progress
to “change ringing”.
Ringing keeps one physically and mentally fit, and you make some very good
friends with a like interest. John and I have been on some lovely ringing
outings and holidays with groups of ringers: Yorkshire, Somerset, Devon,
Dorset, Wiltshire, Kent (including ringing at Canterbury Cathedral), Scotland,
to name a few. We can’t count how many steps we have climbed - it keeps
you fit and you visit some beautiful churches.
Have you missed the sound of the bells recently? The last time church bells
were silenced was during WW2. When the current pandemic is over, what a
wonderful celebration we will have. All the bells in the country will probably
ring out at a given time.
If you are interested in learning more about bellringing, unfortunately we
can’t offer any demonstrations at this time, but there is a huge amount of
information available on the internet. A good starting point is the website
of The Central Council of Church Bellringers, which is the umbrella
organisation supporting and promoting bellringing worldwide
cccbr.org.uk or try ‘Bell Ringing’ on YouTube.
Chris Webb

VE Day 75 Celebrations
It had been planned to ring all church bells nationally on May 8th, but this
could not take place as we could not assemble teams of ringers due to “social
distancing”.
At St James we did manage to toll the tenor (heaviest) bell either side of the
11.00 am two minute silence and at 3.00 pm we rang two of the lighter bells
for a few minutes following the re-broadcasting of Winston Churchill’s VE Day
1945 speech.
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As the magazine goes to press, a different sort of Christian Aid Week will
be happening all over the country from 10th - 16th May – and this is bound
to affect Christian Aid’s income severely. It is not too late to give!
I wrote about it on Page 30 of last month’s magazine and you were invited
to visit Christian Aid’s website if you have access to the Internet. If you
haven’t already done so, do please take a look now. The link below,
typed into the search bar of your browser, will take you straight to
Christian Aid’s donation page, where you will also find the following
message:
Love never fails. Coronavirus impacts all of us. But love unites us all.
As coronavirus spreads across the world, love rises up in response.
You’ve already shown incredible kindness to your neighbours. Now is the
time to reach out to your neighbours both near and far.
Your love protects.
From storms, from drought, and now from coronavirus.
Your love protects our global neighbours battling the spread of this illness.
Your love protects – with soap, clean water and medical supplies.
By supporting us this Christian Aid Week, you can reach out and protect more
of your neighbours today.
Please donate now and save lives
https://www.christianaid.org.uk/appeals/key-appeals/christian-aid-week
Thank you so much – and if you do not use the Internet,
the telephone number is 020 7620 4444
Caroline Boughton-Thomas
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PARISH SAFEGUARDING OFFICER
VULNERABLE ADULTS ADVOCATE
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In normal circumstances the AGM of the Friends would be held following
the Church AGM in March or April. This year this has not been possible and,
as there was not a great deal of activity during 2019, we have decided to
defer the AGM until 2021.
In 2019 a grant of £400 was made to assist with the cost of providing new
lighting in the chancel of the church.
We thank our treasurer, Malcolm Owen, for once again preparing the
annual accounts and filing the Annual Return with the Charity Commission.

John Webb
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Worcester Diocesan Education Team
Do you have what it takes to be a
Foundation Governor in a Church of England school?
School Governors form the largest voluntary body in the UK. The importance
of effective Christian Governors in our church schools cannot be
underestimated, especially in the current educational climate with pressure
on schools to become academies, the disbandment of the Local Authority
and the changes in Ofsted Inspection and SIAMS Framework. Therefore, we
would urge all churches to consider Governance as a form of Christian service,
ensuring God’s love is shared with the young people of the local community
through church schools. We would encourage clergy to celebrate such service
and include Governors as part of the church ‘team’ and its ministry.
In the Diocese of Worcester, we believe that within our church community
we have committed, practicing Christians who understand the importance
of the Gospel working through our schools, who have valuable skills to offer
and who recognise that one of the skills any church school Governing Body
needs is to understand the Christian character of the school and safeguard
its foundation.
The Governing Body is responsible for:
Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction ensuring that the
school has identified what the Christian ethos means for the school in its
context and community.
Overseeing the financial performance of the school and making sure its
money is well spent.
Holding the headteacher and senior leadership team to account for the
educational performance of the school and its pupils, and the performance
management of staff.
Ensuring the school meets statutory requirements and additional functions
and responsibilities depending on its category.
The Foundation Governor has the additional responsibility to:
ensure that the Christian foundation of the school is preserved and
developed;
make sure every child receives the best possible education;
build a productive and supportive relationship with the headteacher and
staff in promoting the Christian ethos of the school, whilst holding them to
account for school performance;
have the relevant skills, experience and vision which will give breadth and
strength to the Governing Body for the benefit of the school and complement
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the background, experience and skills of the other Governors to achieve a
balanced Governing Body;
have the energy for the job and an interest in the task;
be committed to the Christian and pastoral support and the wellbeing of the
school community;
be committed to ensuring the school’s Christian distinctiveness is developed
and consistently addressed during Governing Body discussions;
be both challenging and supportive of the school and the professionals
within it.
Being a Governor:
Involves participating fully in the work of the Governing Body so that
individuals accept a fair share of the responsibilities and duties, including
service on committees, working parties or as ‘named Governors’. Individual
Governors should be prepared to serve on at least one committee.
Requires regular attendance at meetings of the full Governing Body and
sub-committees.
Requires getting to know the school well and to undertake at least 2
monitoring visits with a follow-up evaluation report and to get involved in
school activities.
Requires being prepared to undertake appropriate training and using any
designated funds accordingly.
Governors have a general duty to act with integrity, objectivity and honesty in
the best interests of the school and strive to behave professionally at all times.
This work is done in the name of Jesus Christ and is seen by many Foundation
Governors as part of their own personal discipleship and ministry. In many
parishes, schools greatly complement the work of the church in the
community; as a Diocese, we reach out to over 22,500 children, teaching
them that God’s love is everywhere, in every aspect of their lives, at school,
at play, in class and at home.
Being a Foundation Governor is:
A great opportunity
A considerable responsibility
A huge privilege
If you believe you have skills to offer in either this parish or in the more
deprived areas of our Diocese then please contact Gilly Maxim at
gmaxim@cofe-worcester.org.uk, or, call 01905 732821.
Thank you in advance for your support.
With best wishes,
The Diocesan Education Team.
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MEMORIES
It was interesting to see the television programmes this week about the VE
Day celebrations of 8th May 1945. My grandson was keen to hear my
first-hand account and, although I was almost nine years old at the time, I had
to confess that I have absolutely no recollection of the day itself. Our house
near Stourbridge had a flagpole by the gate and my father used to fly the flag
on days of celebration, so I have little doubt that it would have fluttered
proudly there on that day, as well as on VJ day the following August.
Seeing those television programmes made me rather regretful that I could not
remember such an important day for myself and I realised that most of my
“memories” of my childhood are not direct experiences, but mental images
reinforced by photographs and I do well remember the pleasure I derived
from turning the pages of our family albums and, better still, from watching
the cine films my father and brother put together from the short lengths of
film which came back from Kodak in little, round, tin containers.
Struck by my failure to recall VE Day, I think my early childhood must have
been remarkably uneventful and my memories of the war itself are few. My
father was in a reserved occupation, so did not disappear from my life, which
I remember as feeling pretty secure and I must have seen myself as its centre
since my brother came and went as his holidays gave way to the school term.
There are clear parallels between that life, which felt rather removed from
the outside world, and the life I am leading now. The weeks of solitary living,
which now look likely to last for some considerable time, have allowed much
time for reflection as well as time to look forward with some apprehension to
try to imagine what the country is going to look like as we establish a “new
normal”. Who will decide what that “new normal” is to be? How will today’s
children be affected by the experience they are living through?
In the 1950s, as the country began to recover from war, and when I was
about the age my granddaughters are now, the great fear was of Polio – or,
as it was then known, “Infantile Paralysis” and I was extremely frightened of
catching it. I remember swimming baths being closed and have been reading
about the way the Government of the day was advising parents to avoid
crowded places and to encourage their children to wash their hands regularly.
Hansard tells us that in 1947, Aneurin Bevan said “I am exceedingly anxious
not to create an atmosphere of panic. It must be remembered that, sad and
calamitous though the consequence of this infection often is, there are very
many other epidemics which are very much more serious, and we must keep a
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sense of proportion. I believe that the psychology of panic would be far worse
than the advantage of any directions that I would be able to give” and also
“Medical science does not yet enable us to be sure of the causes of an
increase in incidence. The best precautions are personal hygiene, avoidance of
close congregations of young people, and early medical advice if a young
contact of a known case shows any mild or indefinite illness.”. Familiar?
The children of today, confined to their homes and not attending school, are
exposed to a constant stream of information, news, graphs and numbers of
deaths, particularly among their grandparents’ generation, and I really hope
they will be able to shake off the anxieties they must be afraid of showing.
Now that Brexit has retreated into the shadows, the media can discuss truly
little else and they do it seemingly endlessly. Surprisingly, although SARS and
Bird Flu have been mentioned, I do not think I have heard a word about Polio
although, reading about it now, the similarities seem amazingly relevant.
My own brother, six years older than me, contracted Polio, but my parents
were not the sort of people to share their worries with a child! It might be
different today. I cannot even remember where I was at the time, nor even
how old I was, but he was then living in South Africa. The family legend is
that he fell down a flight of steps one day and was verbally abused by
passers-by who assumed he was drunk. He was taken to hospital in
Johannesburg and spent some considerable amount of time in an iron lung
with only his head poking out. As the doctor did his daily rounds, he would
apparently consult his notes and move on, shaking his head. However, my
brother recovered and returned to England with quite a severe stoop and
wearing a calliper on his weakened leg. The other family story is that the
calliper broke one day when he was crossing Putney Bridge and that he threw
it in the Thames, but I do not know how true that is. He never had it replaced
and was left with quite a pronounced limp for the rest of his life.

Perhaps it is these half-forgotten memories that made me decide to selfisolate to the letter, and which have half-prepared me for the possibility of a
long haul.
Caroline Boughton-Thomas
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When Pat Ward read the article about Norchard Cottage in
the May edition of the Parish Magazine, she was reminded of
her holiday to the USA with husband George a few years ago.
They visited the Frontier Culture Museum near Staunton in
the State of Virginia and were able to see the former
Norchard Cottage, now renamed the 1600’s English Farm, in
its new home.
Pat told me that the Americans were delighted to meet
someone who had come all the way from the UK, and in
particular from the location where the Cottage had
originally stood.
Sadly George passed away in 2019, but he was a
long-standing member of the History Society, and was
keen to visit Norchard Cottage to see it in its new
surroundings. Pat says that she and George were
made very welcome, and they thoroughly enjoyed their visit
to the Museum.

With Pat's kind permission, here is a small selection of their
photos. More are reproduced on our website.
Do take a look at https://www.hartleburyhistory.org.uk/
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Hedgerow Ramblings
Dear Villagers,
So, cholera… only kidding. Well, in part…
I believe I mentioned in an article last year that I had visited Haworth in
Yorkshire. Two pals and I visited The Parsonage where the Bronte family
had lived from around 1820.
I am now reading a life of Charlotte Bronte by Elizabeth Gaskell; one of a
very few women of that era who remembered Charlotte as a friend. It is
interesting enough to want to share some facts with you.
Life expectancy in Haworth was incredibly low; the average in the early
1800’s was 25 years of age. Many did not live beyond age 40, and 42%
of all infants died before the age of 6. The sudden expansion of the wool
industry and a greater density of population meant crowded living
conditions and poor sanitation. Not understanding how disease spread often attributing illness to ‘bad air’ or God’s punishment for various sins did not help.

Charlotte’s father, Patrick Bronte, being an Irish Anglican priest, spent
many hours conducting funerals. The church and graveyard were very close
to The Parsonage, and it was he who brought about change. He was
increasingly concerned about the health of his flock and, being an
intelligent man, knew the village needed the most urgent help. Cholera,
typhoid and TB were spreading and the suffering was great. He sent to
London for an expert.
It took him three attempts, and many wasted months, to get any
response from Parliament, but finally Benjamin Herschel Babbage arrived
and swiftly summed-up the situation: the water was filthy and there was
no effective sewerage system. If any reader would care to pass an hour or
two reading more about this fascinating chapter, much can be found
about the history of Haworth online. For the purposes of keeping to my
topic – Charlotte - I’ll leave the subject there, adding, though, that
Patrick worked tirelessly from 1850 to 1856 to raise funds and local
interest to achieve his goal. The introduction of clean water pumps and a
little education about not throwing offal into the open drains, reduced
the rate and spread of infection greatly.
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Charlotte had lost her two older sisters, Maria and Elizabeth, in a
typhoid breakout at their school. The fact they had been sent to school
at all was unusual as, of course, females were generally not given any
formal education. It is all the more regrettable then, despite the loss of
two daughters, Patrick did not immediately withdraw the next two,
Charlotte and Emily, aged around 8 and 6 at the time. The grief and loss
remained with Charlotte always and she based her character, Helen
(in the novel, ‘Jane Eyre’) upon Maria, who had been so clever and
full of promise. Maria had, like Helen, suffered much by eating the
school’s badly-prepared food and had been bullied and victimised by
one of the teachers.
Charlotte was terribly short-sighted and her growth stunted, perhaps
through poor diet. Her father was a great believer in potatoes, a food
staple he and his 10 siblings had eaten a great deal of whilst growing
up in Northern Ireland.
The Bronte sisters and their brother were all close, had few friends and
spent many hours roaming the moors. They all appeared to be bright,
intelligent youngsters with much potential in the two arts of writing
and drawing. Branwell, being a boy, was allowed drawing lessons and
became a competent artist.
Patrick encouraged a healthy interest in politics and the whole family
were huge admirers of the Duke of Wellington, then the Prime Minister.
His portrait hung in their parlour.
Wellington is a great subject on his own and I was surprised to learn
he had been to Eton, hated it, and showed no promise at all before his
early twenties. He then went into the Army, worked his way up, won
umpteen battles (Waterloo, of course, included), and was twice Prime
Minister. Anyway…
In next month’s magazine Hermione will return cheerfully to the subject
of Charlotte and accompanying diseases of the period, while we can,
of course, be encouraged that our modern lives have so vastly improved
in the intervening 180 years.
Keep your spirits up,
Hermione.
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Answers to May’s Quiz
By Vera
(Simon Simple).

Taking the initial letter of every word, it reads Take the night flight to Rome.
U2 arrange the letters in order of the number that is paired with them to
spell the phrase “pure logic”.
They all have an aquatic creature hidden within them:
Eel newt carp crab cod
“one word only” which is an anagram of the above letters.
Live and Learn
Tina Turner (Annie Mae Bullock
£1.52 The sweets are based on the alphabet A=1, Z=26 and the amount is
then doubled.
76304 in all the others, the last three digits are formed by the first two
digits multiplied by 3 e.g. 34102 = 34 x 3 = 102
polar bear

Ink Inn Ion Don Den Pen
Art and Geography
Judah

This month's new Quiz is on Page 21
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MARK WILLIAMS FIPW &
LAUREN WILLIAMS MIPW
PROFESSIONAL WILLWRITERS
“40years legal experience as a Detective
Superintendent & now as a Professional
Willwriter, means you can definitely trust
Mark to write your Will”

Wills or Powers of Attorney from £95
Free Will Reviews, Probate Support,
Care Home Fee Avoidance,
& Big Savings on Funeral Plans

Instructions taken in the comfort
of your own home
T: 01299 251442 M: 07966
053887
E: mark@ambalegalservices.co.uk
W: ambalegalservices.co.uk
Trading Standards Institute
Approved
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Ombersley Family Dental Practice
Mrs Andy Wright B.D.S. (Edin)

A friendly private practice specialising in
preventive dental care for all the family in a happy
relaxed atmosphere
New patients welcome.
Cosmetic treatments including whitening
Sports gum-shields for all ages in various colours and designs
Same day emergency appointments
Large car park
Racks Lane, Ombersley, Nr Droitwich, Worcs. WR9 0EN
Tel: 01905 621881

www.ombersleyfamilydental.co.uk
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Vera’s June Quiz

Sean has worked as a singer, a designer, a roadie and a joiner.
Who has worked as a chef, a baker a nurse and a tailor?
Can you turn BURN into - - - - - CURE
What work of literature opens with “Last night I dreamt I went to
Manderley again”
Which month of the year lasts the longest?
What number should replace the ?
68-64-32-28-14-10-5-?
Which is correct? “All fish have warm blood” or “All fish are warmblooded”?
What does nobody want but nobody wants to lose?

Can you say what these mean?
GENE RATION
BILLED
A murderer is condemned to death. He has to choose between three
rooms. The first is full of raging fires, the second is full of assassins with
loaded guns and the third is full of lions that haven’t eaten in three years.
Which room is safest for him?
Supply one of Michael Portillo’s other Christian names.
Which two letters should appear next in the sequence? A B D E H I M
N??
With one stroke of your pen, turn the number into a time.

10 10 10

Find the word that links the pair of words below.
BACK - - - - SOME
A man goes into a grocery store and asks the shopkeeper if he has any
--n–e--u-.
The shopkeeper replies, “I don’t have any, man, get out”. What did the
man ask for?
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The friendship that a pet offers is a great way
to help reduce anxiety and stress. Plus, a pet
can be a great source of comfort,
companionship, and motivation for owners
particularly in the lockdown situation re the
COVID-19 pandemic. In many ways, pets can
help us to live mentally healthier lives with
something to focus on and a daily routine of
feeding and exercise etc.
Dogs have played an important role in the
public and private lives of the Royal Family
over hundreds of years. This is reflected in
a large amount of items in the Royal
Collection that feature dogs.
From Van Dyck's portraits of Charles I with
King Charles Cavalier Spaniels to Edwin
Landseer's paintings of Queen Victoria's
beloved dog Dash - The Royal Family's love of dogs has long been
evident.
The Queen's love of the Pembrokeshire corgi is legendary. On her
18th birthday, her father gave her a corgi named Susan, and since then every
royal corgi (more than 30 of them) has descended from her original pet.
In 2018, after her last corgi died, the Queen decided to stop breeding corgis
due to her age, but when her gamekeeper died, she decided to adopt his
corgi that she had been dog-walking. The Queen also has Dorgis – a cross
between a corgi and a dachshund.
Of course, the royal family members are often given exotic animals as pets
when on their international visits. Prince Philip was once given a pair of
pygmy hippopotami as a gift from President Tubman of Liberia. The Prince
sent them on permanent loan to London Zoo! He was also given a baby
elephant when visiting Sri Lanka, which also found a forever home at
London Zoo.
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Yes, times are different and challenging with the COVID-19 virus dominating
our lives. Hartlebury WI has not met for some months and it may be
September or even later when many of our members will see each other
again at a meeting in the Parish Hall.
However, the Book Club continues to thrive via email and members are
encouraged to send in their book reviews on a regular basis on the books
under discussion.
The WhatsApp group chat randomly about their observations on daily life
whether the wonderful clear bird song at present, a hen pheasant and her
chicks spotted early one morning or the antics of Monty a young Cockapoo
who has enhanced the lives of a member and her family.
The sewing group has been busy with projects which are shared.
These little groups all help to keep our members connected in such times of
isolation and uncertainty. Not to forget the monthly newsletter “Hartlebury
Wanderings” collated and distributed by our Secretary, Pauline Rice.
Thank you, Pauline, for your great work editing this newsletter.
Members were sad to receive the news that Helen Pearce, a dedicated
member of the WI and other community groups in Hartlebury had died in
hospital early May. Helen’s calm, balanced and thoughtful approach will be
missed at committee meetings. Our condolences have been sent to David
and family.
Lorraine Purcell
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HAVE WE BEEN HERE BEFORE?
I have a wonderful book called The Folio Book of Days that was sent to me
as a free gift when I first subscribed to the Folio Society a very long time ago.
I keep it readily to hand and work my way through it day by day and then
repeat the process the following year. I never tire of reading the entries,
looking at the lovely illustrations and the photographs and chuckling over the
cartoons. It can occasionally be found on Amazon at a very modest price and
I highly recommend it.
From Samuel Pepys’ Diaries – London, 1664:
“On hearing ill rumour that Londoners may soon be urged into their lodgings
by Her Majesty’s men, I looked upon the street to see a gaggle of striplings
making fair merry, and no doubt spreading the plague well about. Not a care
had these rogues for the health of their elders.”
On 6th April 1825 Charles Lamb retired. He worked in the London office of
the East India Company and wrote to William Wordsworth :
“I came home FOR EVER on Tuesday in last week. The incomprehensible-ness
of my condition overwhelmed me. It was like passing from life into eternity.
Every year to be as long as three, i.e. to have three times as much real time,
time that is my own, in it! I wandered about thinking I was happy, but feeling I
was not. But that tumultuousness is passing off, and I begin to understand
the nature of the gift. Holydays, even the annual month, were always uneasy
joys; their conscious fugitiveness – the craving after making the most of them.
Now, when all is holyday, there are no holydays, I can sit at home, in rain or
shine, without restless impulse for walkings. I am daily steadying, and shall
soon find it as natural to me to be my own master, as it has been irksome to
have had a master. Mary [his sister, now almost continuously insane] wakes
every morning with an obscure feeling that some good has happened to us.
A letter from F. Scott Fitzgerald, quarantined in 1920 in the South of France
during the Spanish Influenza outbreak:
“It was a limpid, dreary day. Hung as in a basket from a single dull star. I thank
you for your letter. Outside, I perceive what may be a collection of fallen
leaves tussling against a trash can. It rings like a jazz to my ears. The streets
are that empty. It seems as though the bulk of the city has retreated to their
quarters, rightfully so. At this time, it seems very poignant to avoid all public
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spaces. Even the bars, as I told Hemingway, but to that he punched me in
the stomach, to which I asked if he had washed his hands. He hadn’t. He is
much the denier, that one. Why, he considers the virus to be just influenza.
I’m curious of his sources.
The officials have alerted us to ensure we have a month’s worth of
necessities. Zeida and I have stocked up: red wine, whiskey, rum,
vermouth, absinthe, white wine, sherry, gin, and lord, if we need it,
brandy. Please pray for us.”.
* * * * * * * * *
My family know my tastes and one Christmas gave me a similar book by the
name of The Assassins Cloak – An anthology of the world’s greatest diarists.
It has neither pictures nor cartoons and is a substantial 700 pages of dense
type. but it is similarly arranged to the Folio book – by date.
Today, 18th April, Marie Belloc Lowndes wrote, in 1912 : Lunched at the
‘Thirty’ [luncheon club]. There was much talk of the Titanic tragedy. Lady
Dorothy Nevill said that the wreck was a judgement from God on those idle
rich people who want all earthly luxuries even on the water. She observed :
‘I am told they even had a garden!’

and today, in 1934, Virginia Woolf confessed : A curious little fact. Instead
of smoking six or seven cigarettes as I write of a morning, I now, for three
mornings, make myself smoke only one. And rather enjoy doing without.
So what are we reading in Hartlebury at the moment? Are the three or
four book groups still reading along together, and perhaps holding Zoom or
Facetime meetings afterwards? Or are the members being left free to find
their own new favourites? Or perhaps we are all re-reading favourite
books we never thought we would have time to go back to – like Martin
Chuzzlewit, for instance, or War and Peace? Or perhaps we are discovering
the glories of poetry?
Why not share your secrets with the Parish Magazine?
Caroline Boughton-Thomas
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News from Hartlebury Church of England Primary School
I hope you are all well and keeping yourselves safe. These are still uncertain
times for us all and it reinforces the need to look after our loved ones,
friends and community.
At Hartlebury Church of England Primary we have remained open, to
provide vital care for Key Workers children. Our team are supporting these
families, so that they can still go to work, caring for our community,
contributing to the health service and other essential services. We have now
joined with Wilden All Saints CE Primary School to provide this care and
generally have between 10 and 15 children in each day. They are all getting
along well and making new friends, whilst still socially distancing! The
children are very resilient and are facing each day with positivity, even
though their families are ‘on the front line!’ We are all very proud of the
way they are handling the situation and we could all learn a lot from their
fabulous attitudes!
During our Key worker provision we are offering the children ‘fun’ activities,
while they are with us in school, such as; being creative, through Art and
Design Technology, and using online masterclass resources. We encourage
the children to be physically active, taking part in yoga, daily Joe Wicks
Health and Fitness, dance classes and exploring our fantastic field, playing
imaginative and competitive games.
The teachers and teaching assistants continue to provide home learning
activities for the children, while they are ‘social distancing’ at home. We
have set up online resources for regular Maths and English lessons, online
reading tasks, topic projects such as researching and investigating certain
periods of history. We have supported parents with ‘home learning,‘ by
offering advice when needed. We have asked the children to complete tasks
with their parents, such as; baking a cake, growing a plant, painting a picture
and doing something to help someone at home! All great life skills!
We are preparing to return to school soon, all be it with a limited number of
year groups at first. We are all looking forward to seeing each other again
and being amongst friends, with the safe return of all the members of our
Hartlebury family and community.
Take care and stay safe!

Claire Grand
Head of School
Hartlebury Church of England Primary
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And, news from our other Hartlebury School...
It has been a strange couple of months hasn’t it? The classrooms are virtual,
the school dinners have become a quick sandwich in our kitchen, the
playground has become our back garden or our balcony, but one thing that
hasn’t changed is how proud we all feel to be part of Cambian New
Elizabethan School.
Our students have overcome many obstacles these past few months, they
have adjusted to life without school days and have been working so hard
from their homes. Some have exceled in online Maths and English lessons;
others have entered Art competitions, and many are keeping up with Joe
Wicks in the early mornings.
So, we know for certain that the pupils at Cambian New Elizabethan School
are working harder than ever and we are eagerly awaiting the day we can all
meet in the classrooms again.
Megan Tully

Cambian New Elizabethan School
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News and Events from
Good News! Hartlebury Castle has cygnets!

We’ve shared pictures with you about the swans nesting on Hartlebury
Castle’s moat fairly regularly over the last few months. Now, we can bring you
some happy news in these difficult times. We were delighted to receive an
update from a colleague on site, saying that we now have cygnets! They’re so
cute! We counted seven in total. One’s a bit camera shy and hid in the reeds...

While we’d love to see them and allow visitors to enjoy this site, obviously this
isn’t possible in the current lockdown. However, we’re looking on the positive
side and imagining that the swans are enjoying raising the cygnets in the
peace and quiet of Hartlebury.

VE DAY 75

While we were unable to commemorate VE Day with our planned events, like
many we took to joining the nation’s virtual commemorations. We shared a
video of Alice Price playing the Last Post outside the Great Hall doors at
2.55pm and our volunteers sent in lovely pictures of themselves joining in with
the Nation’s toast.

As we had several Union flags and bunting in preparation for our Street
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Party and 1940s Dance, we also
worked with Impact Aerial Ltd to
create our own commemoration to
those who gave so much:

Rex the Rabbit Visits Hartlebury Castle

Last month we showed you some of the activities that we had been developing
on our website. Today we bring you photographs from our latest endeavours.
We took the aim of bringing people ‘Museums from Home’ a bit literally and
decided to bring Hartlebury Castle to our colleague’s pet rabbit.
Rex was a rabbit who loved history. He was very excited when he learnt that
his human worked at Hartlebury Castle. She said that it had lots of history. So
one day, Rex decided to visit…

Yes that middle picture is the ‘Hurd Library’. We turned the visit into a full short
story, sharing some of the Castle’s history. You can find this on our website,
along with more pictures from his visit and a couple of videos from where Rex
didn’t quite do what he was meant to…
We’ve also added more activities onto our website, as well as information
sheets about key features you’d find at the Castle and similar heritage
buildings. Work continues on our website, and over the next month we’ll be
uploading more content including historic recipes for you to try at home. We
hope that you will enjoy these online activities until it is safe for us to open
again. In the meantime, stay safe and we look forward to seeing you in the
future.
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A message from Paul West, Chair of the Trustees for
Hartlebury Castle Preservation Trust

As you are aware, to prevent the spread of Covid-19 we are currently unable to
open the Castle. As an independent charity, we rely on your entry fees, and
any money you spend in the shop or café to support our work preserving the
Castle and providing an unmissable experience for all who visit. Being closed
has a significant impact on our work, therefore we are asking for your help:
1) Make a donation
Your donation, no matter how small, is a step towards supporting the Castle
through these current times. Every penny you donate goes towards
maintaining and preserving the Castle’s fascinating history as we strive to
provide interesting online content and plan fantastic events for the future.
2) Become a Guardian
Become a Guardian of Hartlebury Castle and enjoy days of discovery with 12
months entry to this fascinating heritage attraction. You’ll also receive
exclusive benefits such as our regular newsletter and exclusive Guardian
events.
3) Buy a Cafe voucher from our new online shop
If you’d like something to look forward to later in the year, you can now buy
vouchers for Afternoon Tea or Sunday Lunch at Hartlebury Castle Café to use
when we reopen.

4) Spread the word
We know these are difficult times, so if you are currently unable to support us
through the above you can still help by spreading the word about who we are
and what we do. Share our posts, recommend our activities page and
encourage your friends to visit us when we reopen. If you know people looking
for new wedding or events venues, mention Hartlebury Castle.
Hartlebury Castle Preservation Trust was founded through the Friends of
Hartlebury Castle & The Hurd Library, which started with Hartlebury villagers.
We are grateful for all of the support that Hartlebury village now continues to
give. With your help we can get through this and we look forward to reopening
our doors, sharing the Castle’s history and bringing you a programme of
fantastic events to enjoy with all of the family. Thank you.

To find out more about how you can support us and find our
activities pages visit:

www.hartleburycastle.com

Follow us:

/Hartleburycpt
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/Hartleburycastle

Footpaths Matter
I never cease to amaze myself just how lazy I can become! A whole month to
write this article and here I am on the deadline struggling to put pen to paper,
or fingertip to keyboard! I certainly haven't been shopping or cleaning my
house or even tidying my garage or cleaning my car! (pressure is off shopping
now that I have a Majestic account!) They are all on my to do list, so what
have I been doing I wonder? Other things take over I suppose. I bought a few
old books at a village fete last year. One I bought for 50p is titled, "The Age of
Gold", about the California gold rush. I have eventually got round to reading
it, absolutely gripping, impossible to put down. It has taken precedence over
everything, except cooking and my red wine. Hundreds of thousands of
people from all over the world descended on California, in some instances
complete wagon trains starving to death on the various trails. Whilst in San
Francisco the whole population just left to go to the gold fields! Hundreds of
ships abandoned by their crews who deserted immediately on arrival in the
hope of making their fortunes. They took the ships' boats and just left without
even worrying about being paid. Captains that did not succumb to the gold
fever themselves could not find crews at any price. Some argonauts (miners)
did indeed make a fortune but most did not. Even essentials cost up to ten
times more than they could be bought for elsewhere and it took much hard
work merely to survive. This reading has diverted me from zooming and having virtual meetings and having real tots of rum with my like-minded friends!
I also have my WhatsApp groups and I could spend my whole day just
communicating with them. Indeed, because I hadn't been in touch with my
Morris Dancing friends for 5 days, I received a phone call to see if I was still
alive! These are all new skills I didn't have a clue about a few weeks ago.
The Darling Daughter is most impressed with my progress.

OK then, on to local matters. First, the rock fall had been cleared. Not sure
who, but the biggest tree that was blocking the track was sawn through and
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the soil dug away and put down the bank to create a new footpath circling
the rock fall. Rather clever I thought! Thank you whoever did this? Perhaps it
was one of the caravan residents that rely on this path to go in to Stourport?
Then County contacted me to say that their contractor was also going to work
on it last week! They have cut more trees down and excavated slightly more
of the landslide. Because of this the original line of the path has been
abandoned and so it wasn't necessary to get a JCB there. See the photo.

Previously a complete wooden five bar gate had floated down the river and
become grounded near the big tree stump that was blocking the path. I
noticed it had gone and wondered if it might have been "acquired" by the
contractor if he had been there. No surprise then that he had been there and
yes, he had "tidied up" the gate, how kind!
Despite all of this I have been doing some strimming as my exercise for the
day, keeping well clear of any footpath users. I think it is essential at this time
of year to keep on top of the weeds otherwise they become twice as hard to
strim and they can completely block the paths. Because of the lock down
there is much more traffic and it seems logical to me to ignore County's
recommendation not to strim and so keep on top of it. Perhaps a bit like
Nelson at the Battle of Copenhagen when his Commander in Chief, Adm. Sir
Hyde Parker ordered Nelson to break off the action, but Nelson put his telescope to his blind eye and said to his flag Captain, Foley "I have only one eye.
have a right to be blind sometimes. I really do not see the signal!"
Had Nelson lost the battle it might have been a different story! Hopefully
County will be occupied elsewhere!
How refreshing to see that Craig at Charlton Mill has put way mark posts with
footpath signs on them to guide walkers through his garden and past the mill.
That is the best way, to make sure that the route is clear and obvious, and
walkers then don't get lost and cause even more of a problem!
Continued overleaf on Page 34
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Continued from Page 33

Thanks also to all the farmers who have re-instated their footpaths after
ploughing and those that have cut back the hedges. Not every farmer, but
the majority now really go to a lot of trouble, it makes such a difference and
is greatly appreciated. In some instances, even clearing a route through the
crop. In the years I have been Footpath warden I think there must have been
a 75% increase in farmer support. It really frees me up to work elsewhere
and we all benefit.
We seem to have a dog poo problem again! Bagged and left, sometimes
hanging in the hedge. Who do they think is going to clear it up? There is NO
dog poo fairy! Take it home or put it in the special bins. Only slightly less
annoying are the wet wipes that are discarded by the side of the road. I am
trying to profile the type of person who would do this. Interesting? Male/
female? With children in the car? Hand sanitiser bottle used as well. Clean
steering wheel and hands and just throw THEM out of the window, as there
is frequently a row of 4 or 5 wipes! Are they wearing a mask? Is it always the
same miscreant? What type of car? Do they have a dog? etc.!
Time to check on the Majestic delivery, I think!
John Denby. Footpath Warden.
01299 250429. aquadeus@hotmail.com
To report footpath problems, as well as copying me in, please send to:.
https://e-services.worrcestershire.gov.uk/onlinereporting/findlocation.aspx?
faulttype=8
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Hartlebury Gardening Club
I hope you are enjoying the sunny weather and spending time in your garden.
Over the last two months I have seen a gradual progression from snowdrops
to daffodils to tulips then clematis, wisteria and now dandelions.
Hordes of honeybees and huge bumble bees have been
buzzing past to get to the flowers on the Rosemary bush
outside the kitchen window. At least eight types of
butterfly have fluttered by and the birds are singing from
dawn and emptying the feeders at a terrific rate. Our bird
table, set up in the new year, had not tempted anyone for
months except one brave robin, but a group of five jackdaws sized up the low
-roofed house on top, tried various methods of flying in to land, and finally
one of them successfully landed and hoovered up seed, mealworms and
fat ball. One of the others tried to land again and again without success and
they left for easier pickings elsewhere.
Have you entered the potato growing competition this year, if so, how is it
going? The potatoes we are growing this year are Sarpo Shona, a new
all-rounder from the disease resistant Sarpo family. It is claimed to be very
productive and has a good taste. My rather puny looking potato is planted in
last year’s bucket and with the help of Mr Muck and my regular encouraging
talks, it is almost to the top of the bucket and survived a bit of frost bite a few
days ago.
With seeds being hard to come by, I have sown many old, out of date packets
to see if they will grow. Some purple sprouting and red brussels sprouts seeds
with a best before 2017 were pushing through the soil the next day. Every
seed must have come up. As I thinned them out, I tried eating them and
found they had a pleasant peppery taste which would be fine in a salad. I
also had unwanted success with two packets of squash seeds so if you would
like a squash plant, I have a number to give away.
Great news! The garden centres have opened. I feel the need to go and support them instead of weeding. Hopefully, we will be able to have our show in
September.
Keep calm and carry on Gardening.
Pat Jewkes
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TMS Carpentry, Joinery
and Building Maintenance
Est 1990

All types of Carpentry & Joinery
Fitted Wardrobes
Sash Windows Repaired or Replaced
External and internal Doors
Security locks
Painting and Decorating
Local Friendly and reliable service
For a free, no obligation quote contact Mark
Tel 01905 620374 mobile 07900 268075
Email: tmsholder@gmail.com

Jem Groves
Interior/exterior
Decorator

The Cottage, Low Hill,
Torton, Hartlebury,
Worcs DY10 4HT
Email:
office@catkinscattery.net
www.catkinscattery.net

high quality workmanship
carried out in a clean and
professional manner
free quotations

Purpose built
luxury boarding cattery
for special guests
Tel: 01299 250472

home 01562 637609
mobile 07980425813
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Edwin Harris & Sons
Funeral Directors
1 Crane Street, Kidderminster
Worcs DY11 6XT

Kidderminster : 01562 822625 / 823570
Bewdley & Stourport: 01299 829873
We are a well established independent
family run business covering all areas of
Worcestershire & the West Midlands.
Circa 1897. Advice always available.
Home visits arranged as required. Prepaid funeral plans are advanced as part of
our service.

Private Chapel of Rest
Customer Care Award Winners 2011
E-mail: contact us@edwinharris.co.uk
Visit our website: www.edwinharris.co.uk
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Hartlebury Common Local Group
Waiting all winter (and all autumn and most of spring) to see the return of the
Swifts demonstrates the type of patience that can be learned from nature
watching. Seeing just one in early May came as a relief - but I have not
spotted one since! Their low numbers reminds me of the, also, long-awaited
talk we were expecting by a speaker from a Shropshire Swift conservation
group (Swifts have declined in numbers by more than half in the last 25
years). Hopefully the talk will be re-arranged when public meetings are again
allowed. We must thank, meeting secretary, Jason Kernohan for arranging
(and having to re-arrange) such an interesting programme of events.
Jason is also a keen naturalist and keeps our internet site
www.hartleburycommon.org full of his interesting wildlife sightings on
Hartlebury Common. Here he shares his photographs and experiences.
Spring on Hartlebury Common (Jason Kernohan)
With the UK being in lockdown since March, Hartlebury Common has been a
lifeline as a place to exercise, walk and help with our wellbeing. For myself,
being able to visit the Common has allowed me to continue observing and
recording this wonderful habitat’s wildlife - something that I have been doing
for a number of years.
Early Spring saw the beginning of a number of the Common’s migrant
breeding birds return - with Chiffchaffs arriving first, in mid-March, from their
wintering grounds in sub-Saharan Africa. Over the next few weeks, they were
joined by Blackcaps, Whitethroats and Willow Warblers. Hartlebury Common
is an important site for breeding warblers in Worcestershire and holds
particularly high numbers of these species.

Emperor moth on Hartlebury Common (April 2020)
April (and early May) saw one of the Common’s most colourful residents
active, the Emperor Moth. This large moth is a day-flying species and a
specialist species of lowland heath sites. On warm Spring afternoons, the
males can be seen patrolling over the Heather and the Bracken looking for
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females. April also saw the emergence of another of the site’s speciality
species, the Green Hairstreak butterfly. It’s caterpillars like to feed on Broom,
a shrub that it is plentiful on Hartlebury Common.

Green Hairstreak Butterfly on Hartlebury Common
Late April also saw the return of a Cuckoo to the Common and from May there
were two singing males present there. Hopefully, one of these will find a
female, which generally return from Africa a few weeks later than the males.
Unlike the male, which has the familiar ‘Cuckoo’ call, the female has a strange
bubbling call. After mating a female will lay a single egg in another bird’s nest
(usually a Dunnock, Meadow Pipit or Reed Warbler). The adult Cuckoos will
soon leave and start heading back home on their long journey south; whilst
the species whose nest it has laid its egg in will do all the hard work and
mistakenly raise it as one of its own young. As the baby Cuckoo develops, it
will throw its adopted siblings out of the nest and so receive all the food from
its foster parents. When fully developed, the juvenile Cuckoos will fledge the
nest during the summer months and this can lead to another few weeks of
regular cuckoo calls. Fingers crossed, this will be the case on Hartlebury
Common this year.

Cuckoo on Hartlebury Common (April 2020)
Up to the end of June, our indoor meetings and events on the Common are
cancelled or postponed. We continue to hope that the events originally
planned on Hartlebury Common later in the summer might go ahead.
However, they would, first, need a revision of the government’s current
restrictions on social distancing. For news on this and much more please look
at our website at www.hartleburycommon.org.
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It wasn’t until I started providing some articles and text layouts for the parish
magazine that I gave much thought—or even any if I’m honest—to the correct
usage for varying lengths of dashes.

Hyphens, Em Dashes, and En Dashes
When to Use Them and How to Type Them
The hyphen, the em dash, and the en dash are all horizontal marks of varying
lengths. Each functions differently from the others.
The Hyphen The hyphen is the shortest of the three marks, and we use it most commonly
to combine words (making compounds such as “well-being” and “advancedlevel,” for example) and to separate numbers that are not inclusive (in phone
numbers and Social Security numbers, for example).
On computer keyboards, the hyphen appears on the bottom half of the key
located on the top row between the “0” and the equals mark (=).
Correct hyphenation is often a complicated issue. Examples are hyphenated
compounds, such as “merry-go-round”, “well-being”; and hyphenated adjectives, such as "five-year-old boy", "easy-to-remember rule". There's much
more…too much to go into on these pages.
The Em Dash —
The em dash is significantly longer that the hyphen. We use it to create a
strong break in the structure of a sentence. We can use these dashes in pairs,
as we would use parentheses—that is, to enclose a word, or a phrase, or a
clause (as shown here)—or they can be used alone to detach one end of a
sentence from its main body.
Dashes are particularly useful in a sentence that is long and complex or in one
that contains a number of commas, as in this example:
We bought markers, paper, pens, and tablets—all of which were on
sale, of course—for our clients to use in the courtroom.
Em Dashes, Parentheses, or Commas?
A good rule of thumb is to reserve em dashes for those places where the
comma simply doesn’t provide a strong enough break. If a comma (or a pair
of them) works, use it.
Parentheses tend to downplay an idea; they suggest that the information in
them is helpful but not necessary. Em dashes draw attention to the
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information they enclose or set apart. Typically the writer is telling the
reader that the information being set off by em dashes is important.
The En Dash –
The en dash is slightly longer than the hyphen but not as long as the em
dash. (A common myth holds that the en dash is the width of a typesetter’s
letter “N,” whereas the em dash is the width of the letter “M”—thus their
names. In fact, an em is a typographical unit of measurement.)
The en dash means, quite simply, “through.” We use it most commonly to
indicate inclusive dates and numbers: July 9–August 17; pp. 37–59. Also
used to express a connection or relation between words; roughly meaning
‘to’ or ‘and’: Monday–Saturday; Dover–Calais.
Many people were not even aware of the distinction between the en dash
and the em dash until the advent of word processors, when software programs enabled us to use marks of punctuation that once had been available
only to professional printers.
Important: Spacing with Hyphens and Dashes
When using the hyphen, the en dash, or the em dash, most—but not all—
style books advocate not using spaces before nor after them. (note: I have
followed Oxford University Press for usage)
One exception is, of course, when the hyphen is used as a minus sign.
The other exception is with a hanging hyphen (see, for example, the word
“nineteenth” in the phrase “nineteenth- and twentieth-century literature”).
By definition, a hanging hyphen will have a space after it but not before it.
Typing the En Dash and Em Dash on PCs and Macs
Computer keyboards lack individual keys for either of the dashes. (The symbol above the hyphen is an underline, not a dash.) Before word processing,
we had to make an em dash by typing two hyphens. Now we have options.
On both PCs and Macs, two hyphens (typed with no space before or after
either of them) will convert to an em dash—the full-length one that most
of us think of when we hear the word “dash.”
We can also choose en and em dashes from a menu of symbols that do not
appear on the keyboard. In Microsoft Word, for example, we can pull down
the ‘Insert’ window, click on ‘Symbol,’ and go to the ‘normal text’ window.
The en and em dashes appear on the bottom row.

Continued overleaf on Page 44
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(note: I use LibreOffice Writer: pull down the ‘Insert’ window, click on ‘Special
Character’. The en and em dashes appear under ‘Favourite Characters:’.)
In any software program that handles text, the em dash can be typed on an
enhanced keyboard as Alt + 0151—that is, hold down the “alternate” key
and, using the numerical pad on the right side of the keyboard, type the
numbers 0151. The en dash can be typed as Alt + 0150. (Just for information,
an ellipsis … can be typed with Alt + 0133.)
Mac users also have another option: For an em dash, simultaneously press
the shift, option, and minus keys. For an en dash, press the option and minus
keys.
TEST YOURSELF
Can you spot any errors in the use of the hyphen, the en dash, or the em
dash in the following sentences?
The instructions were written on pages 33-47.
The conference will be held June 30 – July 2 in Birmingham.
John had tried begging, bribing, and even demanding cooperation from his
staff-all of whom were swamped with other work-before he gave up and
wrote the report himself.
No one – not even the chairman – realized the company would have to
dissolve so quickly.
ANSWERS
The instructions were written on pages 33–47. [Use an en dash, not a
hyphen, to indicate inclusive page numbers.]
The conference will be held June 30–July 2 in Birmingham. [Use an en dash to
indicate inclusive dates. Do not space before or after dashes.]
John tried begging, bribing, and even demanding cooperation from his staff—
all of whom were swamped with other work—before he gave up and wrote
the report himself. [Use em dashes, not hyphens, to indicate a break in
thought.]
No one—not even the chairman—realized the company would have to
dissolve so quickly. [Use em dashes, not en dashes, to show a break in
thought. Do not space before or after dashes.]
Mike Tooley—May 2020
Credit to getitwriteonline.com for much of the content in this article
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Everything we need to know …
we can learn from Noah's Ark

ONE:

Don't miss the boat

TWO:

Remember that we are all in the same boat.

THREE:

Plan ahead. It wasn't raining when Noah built the Ark.

FOUR:

Stay fit. When you're 60 years old, someone may ask you

to do something really

big.
FIVE:

Don't listen to critics … just get on with the job that needs

to be done.
SIX:

Build your future on high ground.

SEVEN:

For safety's sake, travel in pairs.

EIGHT:

Speed isn't always an advantage. The snails were on

board with the cheetahs.

NINE:

When you're stressed, float awhile.

TEN:

Remember, the Ark was built by amateurs … the Titanic

was built by professionals., and
ELEVEN: No matter the storm, there’s always a rainbow waiting.
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Editor’s note ; These are the only minutes which were offered for publication .

HARTLEBURY PARISH COUNCIL
Clerk to the Council – Cllr L Cleaver
Email: Hartlebury.clerk@gmail.com
Website:

www.hartlebury.org.uk

Minutes of the Extraordinary Meeting “Virtual” of Hartlebury Parish Council held on Monday
20th April 2020 commencing at 7.00pm. This being an urgent meeting due to COVID -19 to
ensure council functionality.
Present: - Cllrs T Ingham (Chair), A Buck (Vice Chair), C Atkinson, S Bateman, L Cleaver, S
Howard, K Humphrey, L Meredith, S Tranter.
In attendance: - Three members of the public.
A message of support given by Cllr T Ingham (Chair) thanking all Parish Councillors for their
help at this time.

AGENDA
Apologies.
Cllr C McKenzie-Rowan, noted by all Councillors. .
Declarations of Interest- Cllr S Tranter, item 16.

Dispensations. None.
Video Conferencing
To debate video conferencing. Cllr Tranter gave an explanation because
of social distancing. Minimum requirement Cllrs able to hear and be
heard. Encourage members of the public to write or email the
Parish Council with their questions. Perhaps put a notice up on the
parish notice boards to encourage questions.

5.

County Councillor Peter Tomlinson’s Report. None to circulate , the Clerk to send email
address for said short report and future reports, lengthy discussion covered PPE, Covid-19 ,
hospital laundry, negative reviews, keeping in contact “Gold Command” that Cllrs have
registered for the Good Samaritan scheme but not so far been taken up, perhaps try Hear to
Help, suspect Annual Meetings will not take place.
District Councillor Stephen Bateman general update.
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Update collection waste bins (dog bins) – May be suspended, DC level
bulk waste service suspended, recycling not open, planning
continues with restricted site visits. Special Council meet next week
will be remote. Charlton Lane enforcement case no site visit as yet.
Those with a professional licence can take waste away. Hartlebury
could not therefore order a skip. Fraudulent people offering waste
collection so beware. WDC website link for take away food services
however not around Hartlebury. Hartlebury could purchase for
example £100 voucher to help serve the local ward.

7.

To approve minutes of the meeting held 3rd March 2020. Proposed Cllr A Buck, seconded
by Cllr S Tranter. Noted these had taken a long time to publish as not issued to the PC by the
Clerk, the Parish Council only obtained their copy 1st April. Queries with regards Public
Question time minutes- the Clerk doesn’t normally record parishioner’s questions with
minutes as they are not part of the actual meeting.

8.

To approve minutes of the meeting held 6th April 2020 Proposed Cllr A Buck, seconded by
Cllr L Meredith.
Review Councillor Membership vacant positions.
Business Liaison – Cllrs C Atkinson, A Buck, S Howard, T Ingham, S Tranter.
Green Maintenance/Grass/Lengthsman/Parish Infrastructure - Cllrs C
Atkinson , S Tranter.
IT and Website.
To receive an update by champion Cllr S Tranter. Access to the website
only from 15th April. Cllr S Tranter will liaise with present provider,
their time is provided free. A lengthy discussion took place with all
present agreeing that we needed to start again. Cllr S Tranter to
contact MT, Cllr L Meredith to contact a local company. Cllr S
Bateman asked if HPC could ask for funding to develop the site, a
small amount could be possible. Agreed the website needed to
provide a lot more information. Presently the site doesn’t meet
standards required. From 1st April to-date email address.
Hartlebury.Clerk@hotmail.com cannot be opened so not being read.
The Clerk to send a recorded letter to person previously responsible
asking for immediate access. Cllr S Tranter to create a new Parish
Council email address.
HPC COVID -19 Help Team.
To receive an update from champions Cllrs C Atkinson and K Humphrey.
Leaflet given to the Vicar for the magazine, WI, school, village shop.
Have received calls for help. Stourport on Severn and surrounding
villages COVID-19 Mutual Aid- HPC to buddy up. A lengthy meeting
took place with agreement to set up a Zoom meeting to go through
issues, new ideas, Facebook, help Worcester food bank, scrubs.
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Fly Tipping.
a) Suggestions on how to reduce. Covert cameras may get stolen,
perhaps open up a yard for waste to stop said issue. Cllr S Bateman
better to raise concerns on WDC website with photos and he will
speak to Enforcement. Members of the public who ask for waste to be
collected should ensure the waste carrier has the appropriate licence.
Notices to be erected Cllr S Bateman to look at.
Play Ground.
To receive an update following the Rospa Inspection Report by champion Cllr S Howard. Children still on the area. Pad locks and
hazard tape put in place today to stop and notices. Cllr T Ingham
to send to Cllr S Howard police contacts. Rospa report had been
sent to the Contractor to address concerns asap.
CALC
Review the recommendations from CALC as emailed March 13th. Recommendation number 1, Clerk to get an update. 2 – yes agreed
to progress, 3 – the Clerk to ask CALC for Buddy partner. 4 – no
longer applicable. 5 - Yes this subject for staffing. 6 – Yes the Clerk
to ask CALC for minimum requirements (send also to Cllr M Meredith). 7 – Yes agreed needed. 8 - The Clerk to ask CALC who they
would recommend. 9 – Yes noted. 10 - Yes agreed to action. 11
– Park and review at a later date.
Other additional point - Yes help required.

Action Plan Report.
To consider an “Action Plan Report” going back to September 2019 to
ensure tasks have been progressed. Yes agreed.
Correspondence
To review correspondence from ex Chair sent to all Cllrs Monday 23rd
March with regards the Monitoring Office.
Do the PC wish to formulate a reply. Yes a thank you reply to be sent,
to also address conflicting information.
Finance Meeting Wednesday 15th April - Chair Cllr T Ingham, said a few words about the
selection of the Chair to the Finance Committee.
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To receive an update from the Finance Chair. Full notes will be circulated.
To approve schedule of payments January, February and March. List as
circulated.(Pages marked 1 and 5) –Proposed Cllr T Ingham, seconded Cllr A Buck, abstained Cllr S Tranter. A question was asked who
had signed said cheques, this information was unknown as no handover, cheques made under the Clerks delegated powers.
To consider cheque 102014 £1148.60 Worcestershire CALC. – CALC are a
none for profit group who help give advice to Parish Councils. Proposed Cllr S Tranter, seconded Cllr T Ingham.
Other Correspondence.
List as circulated. Cllr S Bateman was asked for signs for the allotments.
Badge holder if possible for Cllr C Atkinson.

Councillors Reports and Items for Future Agendas. It was noted a member of the public had
kindly let the PC know the Lengthsman was currently in self isolation. Suggested and agreed
we ask our current Lengthsman to take part in our next Zoom meet. Future agenda’s – Allotment update, Website update.

Also noted :- HPC would pay for the Church Clock to be serviced. Planning applications would be sent to all Parish Councillors as soon as received, voted on at the
next meet. The Parish Council would go back to it’s usual meeting dates - 1st Tuesday of the month. Staffing Committee to meet Thursday 30th April.
Date of next meeting, Tuesday 5th May 2020 at 7.00pm (Virtual) with locum Clerk.

Signed …………………………………T Ingham (Chair). Dated ……………………………………………

Hartlebury Parish Council – Cllr L Cleaver Acting Clerk
Parish Council Membership, T Ingham (Chair), A Buck (Vice Chair) C Atkinson,
S. Bateman,
L Cleaver, S Howard, K Humphrey, C McKenzie-Rowan, L Meredith, S Tranter.

Editor’s note: I was asked not to alter anything in these minutes, not that I
ever had or would as these are a legal document, bar presentation to fit the
pages so therefore any issues, please refer to the Acting Clerk.
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This space
now available
Call John Hellens
on
01299 251657
for details
(92mm by 60 mm)

Claire Tooley
Booking Secretary
07923 544838

www.hartleburyparishhall.co.uk
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Village Index 2020

Those numbers without a dialling prefix are Hartlebury numbers, if you
dial outside, please begin with 01299
Church
Parish Rector
Rev. Stephen Winter
07773 760899
Church Warden
Mrs Carolyn Gumbley
251148
Magazine Editor
Mrs Ruth Whittaker
ruth.w@live.co.uk
Magazine Advertising
Mr John Hellens
251657
Magazine Distribution
Mrs Val Hardwick
250937
Choir Leader
Mrs Chris Webb
250452
Tower Captain
Mr John Webb
250452
Organist
Mrs Mary Mayo
250871
7 Parishes Office Administrator
Mr Nick Wright
01905 622464
Youth
Hartlebury C of E Primary School
Mrs Claire Grand
250312
Cambian New Elizabethan School
250258
Parent & Toddlers
Greenwoods Children Centre 01527 861063
Cubs & Scouts, St Michael’s Stourport Mr Mark Gould
879918
Guides
Mrs G Sutherland
01562 631452
Venues
County Museum Hartlebury Castle
250416
Village Hall Chairman
Mr Ray Kirby
250995
Village Hall Booking Sec.
Margaret Hidson
07923 544838
Clubs & Societies
Gardening Club Chair
Mr Tony Hardwick
250937
W I President
Mrs Marion Inman
250175
History Society Sec.
Mrs Carol Priest
253525
Cutnall Green Young Farmers
Miss Lorna Pritchard
07903 580716
Hartlebury Art Group
Mrs Diane Maughan
250821
Hartlebury Poetry Group
Mrs Diane Maughan
250821
Friends of Bishops Wood
Mr John Rhyme
250513 Ext. 221
Representatives
Member of Parliament
Mr Nigel Huddlestone
02072 195814
Worcestershire County Council
Cllr Peter Tomlinson
01905 621670
Wychavon District Council
Mr Stephen Bateman
07432 227735
Parish Council Chair
Cllr T. Ingram
Parish Council Clerk
Acting Clerk Cllr. L. Cleaver
Parish Paths Warden
Mr John Denby
250429
Useful Numbers
Local Bus Timetables
08712 002233 Rail Enquiries
08457 484950
Citizen Advice Bureau
01562 823953 Local Police
01905 725760
Bromsgrove Mobile Library
01527 575855 Tourist Information
404740
Worcester Regulatory Services 01905 822799 wrsenquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk
Environment Agency
0800 80 70 60 enquiries@environment-agency.gov.uk
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THE PARISH HALL HARTLEBURY
For Future reference—Did you know....you can hire
The Hartlebury Parish Hall from £37 for a 3hr
children’s party? Or £75* from 6-11.45pm inc. Bar
(adults)?
Contact Margaret on 07923 544838 or email at:
bookings@hartleburyparishhall.co.uk

Hartlebury Parish Hall
As you’re all probably aware, the Hall is currently closed
due to the Coronavirus outbreak.
We apologise to all the groups who use our Hall
regularly, and those who book for parties and other
events for the inconvenience and disappointment, but
I’m sure you all recognise the necessity for this to keep
you all safe.
In the meantime, if you want to make enquiries
regarding bookings after we return to normal please
contact Margaret Higson on 07923 544838 or 01299
253043 or email on
bookings@hartleburyparishhall.co.uk.
As soon as we can open our doors again and welcome
you all back, we’ll put a notice on the website.
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